Fri 26th - Sun 28th June @ The Pleasance Cabaret Bar
Sat 26th June leaving @ the 1 o'clock gun from Edinburgh City Chambers, High St
Sat 30th May @ Central Hall

ScotsGay: official sponsor of
Sat 27th June leaving @ the 1 o'clock gun from Edinburgh City Chambers, High St
LENGTHY KIRK SESSION

Rev Scott Rennie

The decision could of course have been entirely moot as the General Assembly then adjourned, agreeing to remainder further discussion until the following Monday.

Stop Press on page 12
Above is a shockingly fact you probably didn’t know:

Around 65% of all parking tickets are INVALID – And Can Be Overturned With ONE SIMPLE LETTER!

Discover THIS and MANY MORE LOOPHOLES on this website...

www.cancelyourticket.co.uk

How would YOU like to CANCEL absolutely EVERY car parking ticket you get? Well, YOU CAN – and it’s EASY.

Most people don’t realize that an estimated 65% of all parking tickets issued are actually invalid. All you have to do is point out the error, and the ticket is immediately cancelled.

Even if your parking ticket actually is valid, there are still THOUSANDS of loopholes you can use to get it overturned in just seconds.

The whole system is FLAWED – And it’s time that YOU look advantage. Are you ready to BEAT THE SYSTEM?

Find a Date TONIGHT in YOUR area – 0871 22 44 240 – ONLY £9.99
Good grief, it's that time yet again. How time flies when you are pissed as a fart. Fabulous. And how art thou? Got a run down of the best gay happenings for this month and have sitten still and wrote it all down just for you, feel special? Well you bloody well should! Enjoy amigos.

Let's kick this shindig off with the new night in Le Polo Lounge, it's called Minted and for those of you who are big fans of Popstastic- you are going to be creaming in your pantaloons over this one. Running on the third Fri of each month in the main room, this is cheesier than Cheddar but without the cals! There's a new DJ line up and 'slag tag 'themes (ooft) and to top it all off a brand spanking new theme every month so watch this space or even better get spruced up and head on down. I know I will be! At the moment The Polo Lounge is heaving and it's easy to see why, the atmosphere is good, surroundings are plush and the staff are attentive and HOT. Need anymore persuading? Didn't think so.

Most recent news on old skool bar Delmonicas is that their Sun night karaoke is now FIXED. Amen to that one. It's all new and with over 4,000 songs to choose from, your favourite tune is no doubt there and ready waiting for you to give the performance of a life time! Loads of drinks promotions are on down there at the moment, so the crowd is still as merry and bouncing as ever. Also I am very happy to see their hostess with the mostess Karaoke artiste extraordinaria Miss Liza is around the premises more often these days, fully equipped with her tray of danger (highly alcoholic shots - my favourite, yum yum) and as always she is looking so fabolous. Also coming soon is LGBT Youth Scotland who are running their first ever gay BINGO night in Dels on Wed 24th June from 7.30pm. Eyes down people! Was going to do a two fat ladies joke there but decided that it's too close to home …

Moving swiftly on …… DJ Darren is still rocking the quiz on Thu nights for all of you with enough brain cells left to function which leads beautifully onto Bennets Nightclub on Glassford Street who now have DJ Marc on the Thurs and all drinks at the pittance prince of £2 (Please drink responsibly. Ed.) and free entry flyers available if you can catch the infamous '£ 6 pound darling Paul 'doing his rounds before the club opens. Recession-pfft, Glasgow's scene is fighting it off!

Speakeasy is pulling in a great mixed age crowd at the moment and giving off some very chilled vibes and the new food menu is delish!!! So if you're peckish you know where to head! Their weekly run down is now as follows: Mon = free jukebox night, Tue is Charlie's big film and music quiz (it's very funny and drinks from £1 so nae excuses people!), Thu they are now open from three and free bar snacks shall be served and that brings us to the weekend where Speakeasy Saturday's involve food served 'til 11pm and jamie on the decks and Sun is shot filled with the best acoustic live music.

Also on my travels, I recently was in the Court Bar on Sat night and it was heaving and really good! Lots of faces I hadn't seen before and a lot of regulars I was happy to see again! If you haven't been before, then this is the top tip this month… GO Court Bar - you rock my world!

That sad time has came yet again, time to wind up another month, ladies and gents. As always, it has been lovely conversing with you and I look forward to seeing you out and about. And remember Glasgow's scene isn't just the biggest: it's the best! So all you country bumpkins, Edinburgers, Weegie Wannabees etc etc CUM ON DOWN! Laters xxx

Miss Shivey aka The 24 Carat Cow
E-mail: glasgow@scotsgay.co.uk
definitely time to enjoy the moment, hard work in training, and the tactics about getting the lads playing as a challenge. The last year has been again – we’re more than up for a weather was warm, the game was
and so proud of the performance. The club was formed to give gay when I formed the club, that under 2 years later we’d won the national league cup. I wouldn’t have believed you! The club was formed to give gay people a chance to get back into the sport, and winning this trophy is proof that we have come such a long way in a little space of time.”

Hotscots league form varied, with 4 wins, 1 draw and 4 defeats, but this was enough to secure a 6th placed finish in the Gay Football League. The cup will have seen them dispose of the London Titans, the London Falcons (GAA champions 2005), and now beating GFC Bournemouth in the final.

The club is funded mostly by donations and sponsorship, and contributors play significantly to their travel and accommodation when playing teams south of the border.

Bisexual Carol Ann Duffy was named Poet Laureate for the UK, the first Scottish appointment since the post’s inception over three hundred years ago. At the time of her appointment she was 46 years old.

The principal LGBT Venues in Scotland of course we have our Makar Edwin Morgan whose poetic influence adds so much to our cultural landscape and speaks creatively to a range of contemporary issues. This is a day of milestones as Carol Ann is not only the first Scottish appointment but also the first female poet to be appointed in the post since its inception.

ScottsGay SATNAV

To be in with the opportunity to be a VIP for a night, please send your answer to: Tel: 07960 536245 (text only)

The winner will be notified by E-mail: competition@alladieskapp.com

ScottsGay SATNAV

“The biggest influen...me as my friend: strong women who go after the things they want in life. I welcome new experiences, I try to live life to the fullest. The paths we take and challenges we face, I believe, shape us into the people we are. Guinevere Turner, who co-wrote the film The Notorious Bettie Page, is a strong influence on who she is, a beautiful, intelligent lesbian. My friend Jean is a strong role model, supporting me through thick and thin – it's friends and public figures like those that I aspire to more like, whilst finding my own way in the world. I've enjoyed working with Kat, who plays Josie in the play. We hit it off from the beginning, as we went on date with making fun of each other on day one. The first time I met her was at a ‘This Year’s Thing’ photo-shoot. I’d been to the Stanners the night before and was so hung over! I had to keep compartmentalising so I could run to the toilet – such a bad docs. ‘She found if funny, I think, and so we hit it off from there!’
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Call: 0871 243 889
OR TEXT SCOTS TO 88211
TO VIEW 100’S OF GAY VIDEOS TEXT MOB TO 89981

WOMEN

Mature - Friends for Nites - a group of mature men aged 45+ that meet for nites and serious relationships. Box SG90010.

Mature - Serious only! Men aged over 50, only interested in serious relationships. Box SG90012.


Young - You’re looking for someone who’s looking to have a good time? Then call 0871 243 889 for the new clubbing and hanging out on

esting in making new friends. I am as well, so which ever you prefer .

Hi! My name's Mandy. I'm a 21 girl, willing to try other things. Get in touch. Box SG90006.

Aberdeen lass, 19, looking to meet like minded women for clubbing and hanging. Box SG90007.


52 year old guy looking for fun and a strong interest in all things sexual. Preferably over 40 but age is not important to me. I have some experience, love and a strong interest in all things sexual. Box SG90009.

PASSING GLANCES

Freddy Hip - Minger Gay Top.

Do you fancy meeting some private friends who are looking for fun and some interesting times? I am a seeking for casual times for whatever matters. Box SG90014.

Looking For First Time Sex - A clean, cute, and well mannered guy is looking for all the exciting and memorable things that come with meeting someone new. If you are respectful, clean, and respectful of my limits, then you’ll have a friend for life. Box SG90015.

Looking For First Time Sex - A clean, cute, and well mannered guy is looking for all the exciting and memorable things that come with meeting someone new. If you are respectful, clean, and respectful of my limits, then you’ll have a friend for life. Box SG90016.

ivors. Box SG90017.

Passive Seeks Active Top. - Passive guy, SA, SL, NS, 5ft 10in, 31 years old. Looking For Group Sex. Want to meet ASAP . Box SG90018.

Fun Friends And Relationship Seeking - Looking for a girl to share some great moments with. Must have common interests, good sense of humor, and be open minded. Box SG90019.

Get in touch. Box SG90020.

Don’t be shy - Wanna play? - Why not find out about this club, meet some new people, and have fun? Box SG90021.

Soulmate - Bi Curious?

Looking For Staff - Silver Bear - Stranger looking for a mate to have some great memories with. Box SG90022.

Meet? I am a 40's gay guy who can travel in Glasgow or accommodate. You: 16-36 - gay male or lesbian couple to have some great times. Box SG90023.

Edinburgh mature guy, retired, 51, looking for some love and affection. Could be a casual relationship. Me: tall, plain, a bit of a joker, with no hangups would like to meet a nice woman. Contact Him: 07936 334 848. Box SG90024.

Interested in meeting someone to go out with. A little bit of everything is on offer, if that’s what really works for you. Box SG90025.

Looking For Casual hook up. - A 35, attractive lad, honest, caring, good-looking, rich, got own place and a car. Can travel or accommodate. Box SG90026.

Fun With Younger Guy(s)

Wanted: Donor/Dad Wanted - A contact ads publication for gay and bisexual men, 18+, who enjoy all forms of male-to-male contact ads publication for gay and bisexual men, 18+, who enjoy all forms of male-to-male love and affection. Some men may be interested in a long distance sugar daddy. Contact Him: 07936 334 848. Box SG90027.

To reply to a contact ad, just pop your reply in an envelope with the box number written in the TOP RIGHT corner and place the envelopes with your reply inside another envelope with two loose postage stamps. International Reply Coupons (IRCs) are available from Post Offices throughout the world. We are unable to send on replies without postage stamps or IRCs.

To: ScotsGay, PO Box 666, Edinburgh EH7 5YW.
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EDINBURGH 2009
A DAY TO REMEMBER!
SATURDAY 27TH JUNE

ASSEMBLE FROM NOON OUTSIDE CITY CHAMBERS ON THE ROYAL MILE
MARCH MOVES OFF ON ONE O'CLOCK GUN!
HEALTH AND COMMUNITY FAIR OPEN FROM 2PM
LOOK OUT FOR THE PRIDE PROGRAMME NEARER THE TIME FOR FULL DETAILS OF WHAT ELSE IS HAPPENING ON THE DAY!

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED
E-mail: info@pride-scotia.org
or phone 0131-556 8471
WEBSITE: http://www.pride-scotia.org